1...TRAFFIC CRIMAL PACIFIC AVE 060808
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned the driver’s license was suspended. Vehicle was towed and driver was cited for the violation.

2...ALCOHOL ARREST SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 060808
Officer responded to a report of a male subject behind the bushes talking to himself. Officer arrested the subject at 1:16 PM for being under the influence of in public.

3...BURGLARY LOT 13 060808
Victim reported her mom’s vehicle was burglarized. Victim’s purse was taken and the driver’s door was punched. Officer initiated a report.

4...CASUALTY GARDEMEYER FIELD 060808
Officers responded to a report of a male subject who injured his collar bone while playing on the field. Subject was transported by a friend to the hospital for treatment. Officer initiated a report.

5...AIDED SPD PERSHING AVE 060908
Officer assisted SPD on a robbery on Pershing. SPD arrested the suspect.

6...AIDED SPD ALPINE AVE 060908
SPD aired an auto burglary in progress in the 1600 block of Alpine. Officer responded and had the suspect at gunpoint. Suspect arrested and turned over to Stockton PD.

7...VEHICLE DAMAGE LOT 4 060908
Victim reported damage to her vehicle from a metal spike protruding from the cement block in front of a parking stall.

8...VEHICLE THEFT STADIUM & BONNIE LN. 060908
Victim reported her vehicle stolen. Officer responded and initiated the report for SPD.

9...SUSPICIOUS PERSON EUCLID AVE 060908
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject gave a false name and officer was able to identify and warned the subject for going through the recyclables.

10...VANDALISM FIELD HOUSE 060908
Officer located an open door that appeared to be pried open. Officer initiated a report.

11...AIDED SPD    NORTHBANK CT    061008
Officers assisted SPD in a foot pursuit of vandalism suspects. Officers were unable to locate the suspects.

12...AIDED SPD    QUAIL LAKES AREA 061008
Officers assisted SPD with not allowing access to the area of due to the four alarm fire in the area.

13...ASSAULT ARREST    SUNPOINT CONDOS    061008
Officer was instructed by Fire Department not to allow access into the condo area. Pedestrian tried to walk into the fire zone. When the officer attempted to stop the subject, he assaulted her. He was taken into custody and turned over to SPD and transported to the county jail.

14...FIELD INTERVIEW    STADIUM DR    061008
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject going through the garbage in the area.

15...VEHICLE DAMAGE    MENDOCINO & KENSINGTON    061008
Officer assisted SPD with a report of two vehicles damaged when city tree branches fell on the vehicles due to wind.

16...VEHICLE ACCIDENT    PERSHING AVE    061108
Officer responded to a report of a vehicle hit and run of a pedestrian near the Calaveras Bridge. Officer reported the vehicle did not leave the scene and the victim was transported to a local hospital via ambulance. SPD on scene and initiated the report.

17...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    76 STATION (PERSHING AVE)    061108
Officer was refueling when he observed two cars in a disturbance. One of the vehicles pulled into the 76 station with the windshield completely smashed in. The second vehicle fled westbound on Country Club. Officers were unable to locate the second subject in the area. Sheriff’s Office responded and took over investigation.

18...THEFT    ATHLETICS    061208
Victim reported her bicycle was stolen. Officer initiated a report.

19...AIDED SPD    PERSHING & BROOKSIDE 061308
Officers assisted SPD trying to locate suspects involved in a hit and run. Suspect fled on foot onto campus. One suspect was arrested and officer assisted SPD with traffic control.
20...DUI ARREST   ALPINE & PERSHING   061308
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the subject was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 12:06 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

21...HAZARD   CLASSROOM BLDG   061408
Building was evacuated due to an unknown chemical spill. Officer located three large nitrogen containers and one appeared to be leaking. Officer requested SFD Hazmat respond. Hazmat evacuated building and tested the air. SFD reported one of the tanks was overfilled and caused the spill. Canister was removed from the building. SFD reported air is clear and allowed access back into the building.

22...FIELD CHECKOUT   LOT 21   061408
Officer initiated a checkout of a male subject walking around the McCaffrey center. Subject was warned for going through the dumpster and revoked from campus.

23...DUI ARREST   PERSHING & EUCLID   061408
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the subject was DUI. CHP responded and determined the driver was nearly 4 times the legal limit. Driver arrested and transported to the county jail.